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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
MARCENE N. TAYLOR, CPE
mtaylor@mticost.com

As I write this first message to you, I am excited about the future of the Society. I know we will have growing pains
as we are all getting used to the new structure of how the Society is governed in this interim year. For us to be viable we have to get through these changes and market the value of membership in the Society. The most important
thing for all of us to keep in mind is the reason for the changes – our Strategic Plan for growth of the Society.
The first thing we developed as a Board last fall was why the Society needs to exist. This is documented in our
Mission, Values, and Vision.
CORE VALUES
Education
• We care passionately about educating and mentoring the next generation of professional estimators.
Professionalism
• We care passionately about promoting professional estimating as a lifelong pursuit of excellence and
credibility.
Fellowship
• We care passionately about developing a network of industry leaders and peers to which belonging is
worthwhile.
MISSION
We are a fellowship of professional estimators pursuing excellence in construction through a variety of
resources.
VISION
To be the innovative leader and recognized authority through education, certification, and standardization.

As we were developing these guiding principles we discussed traits of estimators. These include competitive, cool,
methodical, creative, exclusive, innovative, intellectual, passionate, dedicated, confident, driven, and resourceful.
These words describe us as a pretty unique group of people with distinctive job skills.
I will keep you informed of what we are working on at the National Board level. I encourage any of you who are interested in helping us with our plans to contact me – we would love to have your help.
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margin upon winning a bid, your Management has instructed you to treat

The Prime Axiom of the Construction
Community (PACC):

your subs/vendors likewise – their rationale is that to not do this is like

The construction community is small and tight-knit. Whatever your
conduct – ethical or not – word will get out; and it will spread like wildfire
throughout this community. Contractors with reputations for honorable
conduct benefit in three ways:
• Sub-bidders: When treated fairly and ethically subs submit more
frequent and favorable bids. When treated unethically, or beaten down
on their prices, subs have devised special (translate as “diabolical”)
means, when they submit bids, in order to both trace bid shoppers and
maximize their margins – even if/when “presumably” beaten down on
their prices.
• Owners: Contractors with a resume of well-run projects, where
problems

were

mitigated

and

managed

through

harmonious

paying “retail”.
You disagree with this practice, but, if quitting is not a viable
option, how do you respond?
Try to find an opportunity to convey, to Management, the
concept of the

. Warn Management not to short-sightedly alienate

subs for short-term profit enrichment.
Also, you can appeal to Management’s desire to maximize the margin in
a

light; for example, subs who like you might unilaterally share

with you material price point discounts that they experience, and they
may be willing and able to take care of an “unexpected problem” of yours
on the project –

collaboration with client and subcontractors are regularly shortlisted on
upcoming publically bid projects (even sometimes “handed” the job
without having to competitively bid).

ISSUE NO. 3 • Point system proposals – Making
the grade – or not!
Contractors A, B, C, D and E – all prominent and equally-qualified firms

• Competitors: it’s not unheard of for a contractor to recommend a
respected rival if its own back log or limited expertise and resources
prevent it from providing a proposal, itself, to an Owner.

in the region – responded to an Agency’s public works project RFP for
comprehensive proposals (Spoiler alert: The Agency – aka Owner – had
“unsatisfactory experiences” with Contractor A in the past but could not
disqualify A from proposing).

.ISSUE NO. 1 • Request for a faux bid – With
“friends” like these . . .
You receive a call from a prime contractor you have done some business
for in the past: “Hey, Buddy, I need a big favor. I need a minimum of
three sub bids for . . . and I only got two – it’s due in less than an
hour. . Though you weren’t invited to bid it, just give me a price of
[pause] $74,305 on your company letterhead. I’ll give you the scope
letters from the other two bidders so you can [copy] . . . Do me this one
solid, and I’ll make it up to you! And don’t worry; the low bidder can do

• Total Bid Price maximum points to the lowest bid; pro-rate subsequent
bids.
• Firm’s Qualifications Documented “mastery” of similar work
• Team Members Assurance of A-team caliber key staff
The proposals were all to be submitted on the same date and Part 1 (the
prices) – only – shall be opened publicly immediately; Parts 2 and 3 will
for all intents and

purposes) by the Agency’s evaluations team, and total scores would be

What should you do? What should your answer be?

announce publically at a [later] published date.

Hang up the phone! And get a new “buddy”!
(above), your regular sub-subs and vendors may

become suspicious why they were not afforded an opportunity to bid to
you on this; and they certainly don’t want to be associated with being

On submittal day, Part 1 was opened and all the prices were over budget.
Contractor A’s price was the lowest; B was second lowest, then C, etc.
On the [next] scheduled date the Agency announced that total scoring
was incomplete due to the bids exceeding the budget, however, based

complicit in this charade.
The Owner might get wind of this and become biased against you as well
as your

with the highest score, out of 100 possible points, with three equal parts:

be reviewed and scored privately (

the job for his price.”

Referencing the

Per the RFP Instructions award of the contract will go to the contractor

on scoring Parts 2 and 3, Contractors B, C and D were short-listed for a
re-bid of Part 1 – Total Price, to bring the project within budget. Due to

.

the well known past acrimonious history with the Agency Contractor A’s

ISSUE NO. 2 • Post-bid “auctions” – Don’t bite
the hand that feeds you

apparent harsh scoring on Parts 2 and 3 in order to facilitate it’s not being
shortlisted was of little surprise – and did seem blatant.

You and your company have learned, through a number of your regular

Contractor A

subcontractors and vendors, that they get pressured for their “best and

could it have prevented its rejection?

final offer”, by some of your competitors – to out-bid themselves to what
they already submitted on bid day. So, to maximize your company’s

have egitimate grounds for protest, but

If A was properly observing and practicing the

, it may

have earlier surmised that the Agency was not a “happy past customer”.
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if the past could not be rectified at this point in time, then, at the very

being unwittingly thrust into a difficult situation – even a legal battle)

least, A could have minimized or left out, in Parts 2 and 3, its work

• Copyright your VE proposal(s) (this may be a good future ASPE

experience with/and references from projects by

program topic!)

Owner. In this

way, the Agency’s evaluations team – which is typically composed of

• List a range of prices for each VE concept, not knowing which ones will

individuals of different backgrounds and opinions – would have been

be accepted, to maximize your opportunity and not limit you to

hard-pressed to find much ground for negative grading and down-scoring.

proposing only one total price.

You learn that Mr. Stabback is an

ISSUE NO. 4 • Post-bid advise and consent –
Gentlemen’s (or ladies) agreement

can/should you do regarding his conduct?

You are the apparent low bidder on a project for a large nation-wide
private Owner – whom your firm has worked well with in the past. You
are

subsequently

notified

by,

“Mr.

Stabback”,

the

Owner’s

representative that the bid is over budget. With the promise of a
forthcoming

you collaborate with Stabback on options;

you strategize with your low sub-bidders, develop feasible VE ideas,
create some sketches, and “rough-out” a price within the budget. You
verbally describe to Stabback your proposals, summarize the new price,
and acquiesce to send your sketches (which include your company logo)
to the Project Architect for review.

provide pricing to another prime bidder, who now gave them newly
issued post-bid addendum documents –

(with

logo!).

Stabback’s reply is that “Corporate” required at least a second bid, based
on the amended scope; “ . . . but don’t worry – this is just a formality –
you!” But through days of further probing, you “pin down”

Stabback, who confesses that the project was already awarded to the
other bidder (who, you learn, is a close friend of Stabback). Essentially
you provided a “Check bid”. Twice. Four weeks later, you receive an
RFP on another $multi-million project by

If you had employed the suggested answers in Question2 above,
then you did not go through the wasted time of the post-bid negotiations
VE development and proposal (although you would have still provided a
check bid in the first place – still a waste of your resources.)
ASPE has a review board to review and judge a complaint that has been
brought against a member – whether he/she is a CPE or not – it takes
only one legitimate complaint to make a finding and render a judgment.
This is a very serious matter. Therefore, if you feel your claim is accurate
and supportable, you may write a letter to this body (refer to the
National ASPE website and/or contact the Society Business Office for the

However, a week later your subs notify you that they are being asked to

they

contact information of the addressee(s) of your letter). You should
concisely and very specifically document your accusation(s).
Since all CPE’s

know about this process, one could reason that

they would like to avoid being subjected to it at all costs. An alternative
approach for

is merely the “hint” of it. As a fellow professional, you

can approach this “fallen angel” and frankly speak to him/her of the
transgression you assert has been committed, and allow him/her an
opportunity for making atonement.
It's worth a shot! ‡

Owner!

What should you do with this [new] RFP?
Don’t toss it – just yet!
Treat it

from this current issue, and as any of your usual bid/no

bid evaluations for a large Owner:

. Plus, it may possibly be

part of a different department, and/or by a

Owner’s

representative. You apparently have been practicing the

Watch the Video Now!

, or

Owner’s Corporate would not be continually contacting you.

What should you have done during the “post-bid negotiation
stage” of the first RFP?
Step 1 is to

. What

on a

in hand before any

detailed discussions and negotiations commence.
Step 2 is to “keep your cards close to your chest” (it’s smart and
unethical!). To protect the exclusivity of your VE proposal(s); you
can/should:
• Identify a concept of scope/design, but leave out specifics and
sub/vendor identities (by insulating your subs you are keeping them from
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“Your Source” segment of Estimating Today
is a new advertising platform that is designed to
bring a more engaging presentation to readers
of ASPE’s official monthly magazine. You are
invited to view the short presentation showcasing ProEst. ProEst is a top sponsor of ASPE.

Visit: www.proest.com/aspe
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TECHNICAL
PAPER
HTETCO Various Flooring Finishes For a
New Construction Project.
By: Charles M.Garrett
Arkansas, #33

Brief Description
This paper will provide the reader with a more in depth knowledge
of how to take off flooring for a new project along with all the

Table of Contents

different aspects that will affect the estimate. Such items are the

● Section 1-Introduction
● Section 2-Types of Methods of Measurements
● Section 3-Project Specific Factors to Consider in Takeoff and Pricing
● Section 4-Overview of Labor, Materials,
Equipment, Indirect Costs and Approach to
Markups
● Section 5-Special Risk Considerations
● Section 6-Ratios and Analysis-Testing the
Bid
● Section 7-Other Pertinent Information
● Section 8-Sample Floor Plan and Finish
Schedule
● Section 9-Flooring Takeoff on “On Screen
Take-Off”
● Section 10-Sample Estimate Take-off

following: how to estimate the quantity of new flooring, specific
factors to consider in the take off and pricing, labor and material
along with indirect costs associated; special risks involved, testing
the bid, and other information necessary to consider in the estimate.

Also, a sample floor plan along with a take-off will be

provided showing a detail of each type of flooring being estimated.
Finally, a sample spreadsheet (recap) will detail the labor, material,
indirect cost, and fee to determine the overall cost for the flooring
of the new project.

Section 2 -Types of Methods of Measurements
Quantity take-offs for interior flooring finishes (tile, wood, VCT,
carpet tiles) will be completed using square foot (SF). For example, a room that is dimensioned as 15’-6” by 18’-8” (289 sf +/-)
should be rounded up to be 16’-0” by 19’-0” (304 sf +/-) to allow for
waste and errors in installation. Quantity take-offs for rolled carpeting will be completed by using square foot (SF). Unlike tile, wood,
VCT, and carpet tiles rolled carpet is sold by the square yard (SY).

Section 1 - Introduction

Also, rolled carpet comes in widths of: 6’ wide, 9’ wide and 12’ wide.

This technical paper is being written to provide the reader with the
general knowledge and understanding of how to create an estimate
for providing and installing various forms of flooring finishes for a new
construction project.

The square yard (SY) of rolled carpet is found by taking the area
square footage of a room and dividing that area by 9. For example,
a room that is dimensioned as 10’-3” by 15’-8” (161 sf +/-) should
be rounded up to the nearest width of rolled carpet which is 12’-0”
x 16’-0” (192 sf). Then divide that 192 sf of carpet and divide by 9,

Master Format 2016

which is equal to 21.33 sy of rolled carpet material.

Main CSI Division

take-offs for rubber base will be completed using lineal foot (LF).

● Division 09 - Finishes

Quantity

Quantity take-offs for thresholds and transition strips can be com-

Subdivisions

pleted as per each (EA). Each room or space that is part of the

● 09 30 13 - Ceramic Tiling

new construction project should be taken off separately.

● 09 64 33 - Laminated Wood Flooring

example, one room may have wood flooring, while another room

● 09 65 13 - Resilient Base and Accessories

may have carpet tiles. Even though both wood flooring and carpet

● 09 65 19.19 - Vinyl Composition Tile Flooring

tiles will be taken off in square foot (SF) each one will have a

● 09 68 13 - Tile Carpeting

different labor rate for installation and different rate for material

● 09 68 16 - Sheet Carpeting (Rolled Goods Carpet)

costs.
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For

Rooms and spaces that are rectangular or square in shape have a

An estimator also needs to pay attention to the actual specified flooring

simple method to calculate the area. The area of a square or rectangu-

product being used and make sure that he is pricing the actual product since

lar shaped room is completed by multiplying the width times the length.

various manufacturers can have different pricing on particular types of

Rooms or spaces that are irregular in shape, should be measured

flooring. Small tools will mainly be used for flooring installation. The cost

slightly beyond the room or space, as this will allow for waste and

for these items and for any other rental equipment will be priced as a lump

possibly slower installation time for those particular areas.

sum in the estimate or based on the daily use rate. Indirect costs associated
with flooring installation can include the general operation costs along with

Section 3 - Project Specific Factors to Consider in

insurance, bonds, temporary facilities, waste containers, storage contain-

Takeoff and Pricing

ers, and any other temporary measures to complete the flooring installation.

There are some factors to consider when estimating flooring for a new

Indirect cost can be estimated by analyzing previous completed projects
and using those indirect costs for reference depend-

construction project. One factor to consider is the workforce needed to complete the particular project. If a
flooring contractor does not have enough workforce to
complete a project, then the flooring contractor would
have to either not bid the project or the flooring would
have to place a very high markup to the bid. Therefore
if the flooring contractor is awarded the project, then they
can hire enough workers to complete the project.
Another factor to consider is when estimating flooring for
a new construction project the size of the project. Generally, there are more cost savings for a larger flooring
project than a smaller flooring project. For instance, the
flooring manufacturers may offer discounted pricing on
the larger quantity flooring projects than on the smaller
flooring projects. Also, on the larger flooring projects the
productivity of labor installation increases while the
waste of materials decreases.

The smaller flooring

projects are more labor intensive since more cutouts are
required and therefore the waste of materials increases.

is a Senior
Project Estimator for Baldwin &
Shell Construction Company
located in Little Rock, Arkansas.
Charles's career began as a
carpenter for a residential
remodeling company. After many
years working in the field, Charles
obtained his B.S. in Construction
Management from the University
of Arkansas at Little Rock. Since
working at Baldwin & Shell
Construction Company, Charles
has held positions as Project
Estimator, Project Coordinator
and now Senior Project Estimator.
Charles is actively involved in the
ASPE Arkansas 33 Chapter and
involved in various community
organizations.

ing on the size, complexity and comparable parameters to each new flooring project. Markups for new
flooring project will vary from project to project.
Factors that need to be considered that will affect
markup can be the timing of the project, current
market conditions, number of bidders, and the need
to keep the current employees work load busy. If a
particular flooring contractor is extremely busy at the
time of a bid project, that particular company may
choose to incorporate a higher markup percentage
since the company does not want to be awarded that
particular project. On the flip side, if a flooring company is in need of work, then the flooring contractor
will incorporate a smaller markup percentage in
hopes to actually be awarded the project. Also, a
flooring contractor will adjust the markup depending
upon the competition of a particular project. Another
item to consider for markup is what type of risk is
involved for a particular project. If the risk seems

high, then of course the markup will be higher to compensate for the risk

Section 4 - Overview of Labor, Material, Equipment,

involved on the project.

Indirect Costs and Approach to Markups
There are numerous factors that will affect labor for the installation of

Section 5 - Special Risk Considerations

the flooring for a new construction project. First, labor rates will vary

A few factors that may affect the flooring installation for a new construction

from region to region in the United States. In the “open shop” market

project may be the following: lead time of materials, substrate not properly

the labor rates, which are more prevalent in the Southern states, will

installed, curing of existing concrete slab, project construction schedule,

almost always be cheaper than the “union shop” market labor rates,

and acclimation of materials. The lead time of various flooring materials can

which are more prominent in the Northern states. Another item to

definitely impact the project schedule and installation of such materials.

consider is whether the flooring will be installed during normal work

When pricing a new construction project, the estimator needs to be aware

hours or whether the flooring will be installed during night hours. When

of the lead time on the various flooring materials and make sure that any

estimating a flooring project, the estimator will need to take into consid-

delivery of materials will not impact the construction schedule.

eration the location of the project and make any adjustments for the

If the substrate for new tile flooring is not installed properly then over time

different labor rates. The material costs for new flooring projects will

the tile flooring will start “popping up” from the substrate and become loose

generally be the same throughout the Unites States. However, there

over time. Various substrates can include cement board or topping slabs.

are factors that may affect some variable costs on materials. These

The estimator needs to be aware of the substrates that the tile will be

factors are the following: the lead time of the flooring, what type of

installed over to allow for any other provisions for installation .Before VCT

flooring is being used, and where the material is produced. If a particu-

or wood flooring can be installed over concrete slab the slab needs to be

lar flooring product has a long lead time but needs to be on the project

cured properly to release the moisture in the concrete. If VCT or wood

site quickly, an up charge of expediting the flooring may be incurred and

flooring is installed too early on a “green” concrete slab, then this flooring

therefore make the flooring more costly than originally estimated.

will not adhere properly and start to loosen over time. If the properly
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and start to loosen over time. If the proper moisture level is not being

Normally, the flooring contractors usually pay at or above the actual prevail-

achieved, then a sealer can be applied on the slab for proper adhesion

ing wage rate for a state project. However, a federal project with prevailing

of the flooring product. The estimator needs to pay attention to the

wage rate can definitely be higher and therefore the labor costs need to be

anticipated scheduled installation dates for the flooring products. Some

adjusted to accommodate the higher labor rate. Thirdly, a flooring contractor

flooring products need to be acclimated for a few days before installa-

needs to review the safety program of a new construction project and

tion. Acclimation is when the flooring products are brought to the project

determine if any additional costs can be incurred due to the safety program.

site and placed in the rooms or areas where they will be installed to get

If a flooring contractor is used to installing flooring a particular way on a

adjusted to the same temperature as the building. This is needed so

normal project, but faces a particular project with a stringent safety program,

that the flooring products can be installed properly.

then the labor and indirect costs may be impacted. For example, if a safety
program involves, “badging in” or only grant access to particular employees

Section 6 - Ratios and Analysis – Testing the Bid

for a new project, then the flooring contractor needs to allow for additional

Once the take off and estimate have been completed, an experienced

cost of the time spent obtaining access to the project site each and every

estimator should conduct a review of the estimate to determine that all

day. Lastly, a flooring contractor needs to verify before bidding a new

flooring for the construction project has been calculated. Also, the

construction project that they have enough manpower or workforce to

estimator should check the pricing from suppliers to determine that they

complete the project on time and within the time constraints listed in the

are receiving fair market pricing on the flooring. Finally, the estimator

project manual. The flooring contractor needs to be aware of the location of

can complete a unit cost estimate check against historical data from

the project and determine if this new project is in town or an out of town

similar projects to determine that pricing is accurate. The estimator

project. If this new project is located out of town, then additional cost for per

should check the estimate to determine that all spaces with flooring

diem and travel cost can be incurred.

have been calculated. This estimate check can be completed by adding
up all the flooring for the project and then checking this amount against

Section 8 - Sample Floor Plan and Finish Schedule

the building area. The experienced estimator will know that the overall
flooring spaces will be slightly less than the actual building area since
some areas are not accounted for in the flooring area. Those areas not
accounted for may not have any flooring specified. Finally, the estimator
can check the estimate with unit cost from previous flooring projects
completed. In the Southern United States new flooring projects can
average $6/ sf for standard flooring.

Section 7 - Other Pertinent Information
One factor to consider while estimating a flooring project is to determine
whether or not this construction project is a LEED project. Secondly,
determine if the prevailing wage rate will be utilized on the project.
Thirdly, verify if a more stringent safety program is in place that will
affect costs for the project.

Lastly, determine if you have enough

workforce to complete the project on schedule, and if this project is an
out of town project, determine if you can hire quality help for that project.
If this new flooring project is a LEED project, then extra costs may be
incurred due to the cost of flooring materials. For instance, a new
construction project may require a specified type of flooring that is made
of a certain percentage of recycled materials and an adhesive that is
non-toxic. This particular flooring material may have a higher cost up
front versus a product that is not LEED specified because in the life of
the flooring material less toxins are omitted and it has a lesser negative
impact on the environment. Another factor to determine is whether or
not the new flooring project is a prevailing wage rate project. The
estimator needs to review the prevailing wage rates that are located in
the project manual and determine if they do in fact raise the rate of the
flooring installation labor.
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Section 9 - Flooring Takeoff on “On-Screen Take-Off”

.

CLICK HERE

TO ACCESS ALL
GRAPHICS AND
TABLES

Section 10 - Sample Flooring Estimate
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2016 Annual Summit Recap
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2016 Annual Summit Recap

By: Marcene Taylor, CPE
National President

The ASPE Estimators’ Summit and Annual Meeting was held in July in Tampa,
Florida. The Summit was in its second year of a new format focused less on
ASPE management and more on professional development for the individuals
who attend. This is an exciting change in the format that provides more value to the attendees each year. For the 2016 Summit our professional speakers presented on communication and leadership skills, generational traits,
new media and marketing, and estimating technology topics such as 3D laser
scanned measurements and geotechnical engineering.

The other component of the event was the Annual Meeting. This is where each chapter’s delegates hear a report on the status of the Society
and make decisions regarding changes in the bylaws and organization. Throughout the fiscal year of 2015-2016 the Board focused on a
Strategic Plan for the Society. This process identified that the existing bylaws of the Society were not structured in an efficient and modern
way. This hampered the ability of the Board to make changes in a responsive way and to effectively provide value to the members. Restated
bylaws were developed by the Strategic Planning Committee with companion manuals for Standard Operations and Board Governance and
Development. The standard chapter bylaws were also restated to be in compliance with the national bylaws. The proposed bylaws changes
marked a significant change to the Society’s operation so there was a lot of discussion regarding their pros and cons.

A work session titled “ASPE: The Case for Change” was held to present the reasoning used in preparation of the new documents and to get
feedback from the members in attendance. Significant topics of discussion included:
● Pros and cons of having Industry Trustees (non-estimators) serve on the National Board
● Questions regarding how the Governance Committee will work
● Pros and cons of members not having a vote through their chapter representatives at the Annual Meeting; instead members have a
say when they vote for the Board members
● Pros and cons of having the Treasurer position elected with a term limit as opposed to appointed without a term limit
● Viability of the Society if changes are not made
● Changes regarding standard chapter dues
● Value of attendance at the Annual Meeting
Following the work session, the Annual Business Meeting was held and the topic of the change to the bylaws was brought to the floor.
Following a roll-call vote the restated of the Society Bylaws were approved as presented by a vote of 1,259 to 113.

So now the real work begins. The current Board was elected under the old bylaws so this is a transitional year. The Board met on July 18th
and September 10th. The next board meetings are set for October 22nd, December 3rd, January 28th, and March 11th. The Governance
committee is meeting every other week. The Board is working on developing a marketing plan to attract new members and provide value to
our existing members as well as support to our chapters. The Board is in the process of rebranding the look of the Society with a new logo
and color scheme. The Board will start recruiting Industry Trustees to serve on the next Board (starting in July 2017) as well as people to
nominate for the upcoming Board elections next Spring.

The next Estimators’ Summit will be held in Denver, Colorado July 12th to 15th, 2017. Be on the lookout for information regarding the speakers
and presenters at the Summit. The Board is excited to provide an exceptional program that will be valuable to all those who attend.
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New Members

Member

Chapter Name

Member Company

Dianne Lee
Jamie Dalton
Stephanie Watts
Pasha Ameli
Tyler Blodgett
Jarred Gormly
Erick Hernandez
Oscar Perez
Dan Kilcoyne
Lisa Thibodeaux
Sarah Williams
Vachik Armenian
Christopher Frey
Michael Netherly
Tony Sucato
Ray Mulch
Joe Wall
David Newton
Colin English
Zachary Hamman
Ken Osborne
Ivan Baptista
Cameron Stout
John Segura
Michael Fletcher
Paul Cama
Frank DeGrande
Marina Kravchuk
Domenick Bongiorno
George Tsetsakos
Richard Allegretti
Jack Rector
Chip Glazier
Kevin Evertz
Jeffrey Hanson
Dean Chase
Harold Wilcox
James E. Maynor
James Puckett
Mark Allan
Garrett Allan
Jared Wasielewski
David Kutz
Elizabeth Bangs
Fred Sorbo
James Medaglia
Sean McLaughlin
Neal Fontana
Jennifer Leeman
Corey St. George
Jonathan Berube
Kyle St. George
John Kennedy
Glenn Serillo
Daniel Rush
Michael Walsh
Anthony Marandola
Ricki Gerbasich
Nathan Sketch

Los Angeles # 1
Los Angeles # 1
Golden Gate # 2
Golden Gate # 2
Orange County # 3
Orange County # 3
Orange County # 3
Orange County # 3
San Diego # 4
San Diego # 4
San Diego # 4
San Diego # 4
Denver # 5
Denver # 5
Arizona # 6
Arizona # 6
Arizona # 6
Arizona # 6
Arizona # 6
Arizona # 6
Chicago # 7
New Orleans # 9
New Orleans # 9
New Orleans # 9
New York # 10
New York # 10
New York # 10
New York # 10
New York # 10
New York # 10
New York # 10
Atlanta # 14
Atlanta # 14
Atlanta # 14
Yankee # 15
Detroit # 17
Detroit # 17
Houston # 18
St. Louis Metro # 19
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Boston # 25
Garden State # 26
Garden State # 26
Garden State # 26
Garden State # 26
Buckeye # 27
Buckeye # 27

Vanir Construction Management
Johnson Controls, Inc.
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The Vertex Companies, Inc
Zwick Construction
Murow|CM
O'Connor Const. Mangement, Inc.
IO Environmental & Infrastructure, Inc.
California Panel Systems
Construction Experts, Inc.
DPR Construction
Countywide Mechanical System
Flynn D&D/Monarch
Concrete Authority, LLC
Phoenix Scaffolding & Equipment Inc.
Tri-Signal
Commonwealth Electric - Midwest
All Things Metal LLC
Climatec
SCorp Construction Management Inc.
The Concord Group
Woodward Design + Build
Maintenance Enterprises Inc.
Ryan Gootee General Contractors
RRT Design & Construction
National Grid
Pizzarotti - IBC
Accu-Cost Construction Consultants
Artisanal Finishes Inc
Tip Top General Contracting Corp.
New York Estimating Services
Atlanta Commercial Property Services LLC
Structor Group
Skanska USA Building Inc.
Lane Construction
DTEE Energy
James E. Maynor
Dow Corning
Allan Construction
Allan Construction
United Solutions Inc
Riggs Contracting Co., Inc.
Select Demo Services, LLC
Integrated Builders
Allan Construction
FE French Construction
EMJ Construction
Specialty Services of New England
Specialty Services of New England
Specialty Services of New England
Specialty Services of New England
Specialty Services of New England
NJ Door Works
FWH Associates, P.A.
WCI Roofing & Sheet Metal, LLC
Shawmut Design and Construction
Pleasant Valley Construction Company
Lithko Restoration Technologies

Chapter Name

James Cianciaruso
Brandon Swanson
Dustin Kirby
Charles Arnold
Joseph Sorensen
Jimmy Palmer
Kalan Horton
Jason Ferguson
Jacob Sentell
Heather Hightower
Jeremy Breckling
Jared Ramirez
Jacob Earls
Weston Jones
Clayton Bowers
Matthew McCarley
David Qualls
Shannon Shields
Natasha Carlson
Tyler Hamby
Jonathan Hill
Alex Silva
Kane Philley
Blakely Johnston
Jonathan Robertson
Hector Rodriguez
Jonathan Picking
Miguel Valderrama
Jacob Sentell
Daniel Trotta
Samuel Kincannon
Thomas NeSmith
Kevin Gober
Ryan Anderson
Tom Nason
Rick Cormier
Matthew Manter
Brandon Scott
John Then
David Parsons
Kathy Rose
Lorenzo Pena
Ruben Alvidrez
Robert Perose
Brian Laserna
James Vasilko
Daniel Pauletich
Harry Anderson
Gordon Lemberg
Michael A McAninch
Amanda Ford
Tyler Koch
Suzanna Meadows
Chas Younglove
Surendra Sagi
Timothy Kiebowicz
Gerald Tobias
Roger Rikard
Paul DuQuesnay
Stacey Rodriguez

Heartland # 32
Heartland # 32
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Arkansas # 33
Middle Tennessee # 34
Middle Tennessee # 34
Middle Tennessee # 34
Maine # 37
Maine # 37
Maine # 37
Maine # 37
Viking # 39
Rio Grande # 40
Rio Grande # 40
Rio Grande # 40
Rio Grande # 40
Great Lehigh Valley # 41
Dallas/Ft. Worth # 43
Three Rivers # 44
Three Rivers # 44
Puget Sound # 45
Puget Sound # 45
Roadrunner # 47
Roadrunner # 47
Roadrunner # 47
Tampa Bay # 48
Tampa Bay # 48
Tampa Bay # 48
Tampa Bay # 48
Gold Coast # 49
Gold Coast # 49
Gold Coast # 49
Gold Coast # 49

Member Company
Mark One Electric Co., Inc.
Koontz Electric
Alessi Keyes
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
Heather Hightower
Baldwin and Shell Construction Co.
Baldwin & Shell
Clark Contractors Inc.
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
JMD Construction
UALR
UALR
Harness Roofing, Inc.
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
UALR
Gaylor Electric
Crowder Construction Group LLC
Crain Construction, Inc.
E. S. Boulos Company
Landry/French Construction
Manter Co., Inc
ACE Painting
Hunt Electric Corp.
Jobe Materials
Builders Source
J.Carrizal General Construction Inc.
Prana Machinery Inc.
Skepton Construction Inc
Huitt-Zollars
Johnstown Construction
Specialty Consultants, Inc.
VECA Electric
PCL Const. Services, Inc.
Jack B. Henderson Const. Co.,Inc.
McCarthy Building Companies NM, Inc
AUI, Inc.
Hawkins Construction
Onicx Construction
ECS Florida, LLC
Engineered Electric Services
Gerald Tobias
Rikard Consulting, LLC
Charland Rurey Construction Inc
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New Members

Member

New Members

Member

Chapter Name

Member Company

Douglas G Bills
Simon Farrington
Chris Joyce
Tim Gutman
Thomas James
John Head
Thomas Nielson
Cameron Erickson
Dan Johnson
Brett Curran
Wade Child
Shari Puglia
Ronald Zuccaro
Mike Dean
LeRoy Ginn
Michael Gutierrez
Robert Wahr
Michael Carrico
Joshua Nichols
Noelle Cichy
David O'Donnell
michelle cook
Tony Prazenica
Chris Freiburger
Joseph Lewen
Steve Simoneaux
Joshua Thomas
Chris Daniel
Todd Lawler
Drew Leavitt
Alejandro Serrato-Barajas
Gregorio Mesa III
Jeffrey Perry
Justin Shannon
Nic Merfeld
Grant Gustofson
Scott Clouthier
George Lees
Tim Myers
Toby Eshenauer
Daniel Millard
Victoria Colon-Lopez
Craig Davis
Thomas Heinrich
Matt Graf
Eric Florance
Coreys Scott
Lani Gunderson
Scott Berger
Alfred Brule
Mike Kostenko
Rebecca Ferrell
Mike Wiegand
Andrew Rudisill
Rob Willm
Sarah Caleca
Christopher Rogers

Orlando # 50
Orlando # 50
Orlando # 50
Orlando # 50
Orlando # 50
Orlando # 50
Great Slat Lake # 51
Great Slat Lake # 51
Great Slat Lake # 51
Great Slat Lake # 51
Great Slat Lake # 51
Columbia-Pacific # 54
Silicon Valley # 55
Silicon Valley # 55
Silicon Valley # 55
Silicon Valley # 55
Central Indiana # 59
Central Indiana # 59
Central Indiana # 59
Central Indiana # 59
Philadelphia # 61
Philadelphia # 61
Philadelphia # 61
Old Fort # 65
Inland Empire # 68
Western Michigan # 70
Western Michigan # 70
Western Michigan # 70
Quad Cities # 71
Las Vegas # 72
Las Vegas # 72
Las Vegas # 72
Las Vegas # 72
Des Moines Area # 73
Des Moines Area # 73
Des Moines Area # 73
Delaware # 75
Delaware # 75
Central Pennsylvania # 76
Central Pennsylvania # 76
Central Pennsylvania # 76
Central Pennsylvania # 76
Brew City # 78
Brew City # 78
Brew City # 78
Landrun-Oklahoma City # 80
Landrun-Oklahoma City # 80
Landrun-Oklahoma City # 80
Landrun-Oklahoma City # 80
NW- MAL # 90
NW- MAL # 90
SW- MAL # 91
SW- MAL # 91
SE - MAL # 93
SE - MAL # 93
SE - MAL # 93
NE - MAL # 94

Redon Bills & Associates, Inc.
Scale Consulting
Tharp Plumbing Systems Inc.
Nelson Engineering
Nelson Engineering
Hays
Maverik, Inc
Dry Creek Structures
Mechanical Service & Sys., Inc
Marshall Rodeno
Hogan & Associates Construction, Inc.
Johnson Project Solutions
CH Reynolds Electric, Inc.
Murray Company
ACCO Engineered Systems
California Drywall Co
Skanska
FOSO Construction, LLC
Pepper Construction Company
Summit Construction Co., Inc
GEI Consultants, Inc.
3C Drilling, LLC
Devine Brothers
Hagerman Inc.
The Ralph Hernandez Co Inc.
HCS
Handorn, Inc.
Rockford Construction
Terracon Consultants, Inc.
Sunstate Equipment Company
MMC CONTRACTORS WEST, INC.
Helix Electric Inc.
Helix Electric of Nevada
Heartland Finishes, Inc.
Heartland Finishes, Inc.
Cameron Mitchell Inc.
Sobieski Life Safety
Logan & Petrone, LLC
Wohlsen Construction Company
Wohlsen Construction Company
Wohlsen Construction Company
Touchstone Drywall & Framing, LLC.
Verhalen Commercial Interiors
Greenfire Management Services, LLC
International Concrete Products
Oklahoma Waterproofing Co.
Timberlake Construction
Timberlake Construction
Timberlake Construction
Rivers Edge Consulting
F.D. Thomas, Inc.
AG|CM Inc.
Freelance
Building Point Southeast
Willm Construction
Service Painting of Florida
Mid S Builders LLC
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NEW CPE’S
Chapter

Member

Member Company

Los Angeles # 1
San Diego # 4
San Diego # 4
Arizona # 6
Chicago # 7
Atlanta # 14
Atlanta # 14
Atlanta # 14
Arkansas # 33
Dallas/Ft. Worth # 43
Dallas/Ft. Worth # 43
Dallas/Ft. Worth # 43
Roadrunner # 47
Roadrunner # 47
Orlando # 50
Phildelphia # 61
NW Arkansas # 79
Landrun-Oklahoma City # 80
Landrun-Oklahoma City # 80
SE - MAL # 93
SE - MAL # 93
SE - MAL # 93

James Chang, CPE
Mark Olsen, CPE
Greg Ratzlaff, CPE
Isam Ghandour, CPE
Dave Garman, CPE
Jon Meese, CPE
Michael Reno, CPE
Christian Adams, CPE
Charles Garrett, CPE
Rick Wyly, CPE
Aaron Shurts, CPE
Jared Baugh, CPE
Joshuah Crooker-Flint, CPE
Michael Rocco, CPE
Tim Gutman, CPE
Thomas Raimondi, CPE
Jeremy Reading, CPE
Michael Phillips, CPE
Anna Howard, CPE
Andrew Merolla, CPE
David Hill, CPE
Scott Kilby, CPE

Everstandard Valuations Inc.
Madsen, Kneppers & Associates, Inc.
Cumming
Willmeng Construction
Pepper Construction Company
Skanska
Madsen, Kneppers & Associates, Inc.
Brightview Landscape Development
CPE, Baldwin & Shell Construction Company
Construction Cost Management Inc.
Parkway Construction & Architecture, LP
Parkway Construction & Associates, LP
AUI Inc.

Non-Member

Company

Rifka Malik, CPE
Ronald Black, CPE
Jeff Frank, CPE
Rajesh Shah, CPE
Justin Belk, CPE
Rigoberto Hernandez, CPE

Sitework Estimating Services, Inc.

Nelson Engineering
Amtrak
Nabholz Construction Services
Rick Scott Construction, Inc.
Nabholz
Merolla Construction Services
W.G. Yates & Sons Construction
Yates Construction

Tutor Perini Building Corp
Raja Construction Services
Nabholz Construction Corp
Ellana Construction Consultants Inc.

Become a CPE today!
www.aspenational.org
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Chapter Meetings
Double Tree Hotel
320 N 44th Street
Phoenix, -85008
2nd Tuesday
5:30 Social Hour Starts
Tom Norton, CPE
aspe6treasurer@gmail.com

Varies
1st Wednesday
Trip McGrath, CPE
tripm@aol.com

Varies
3rd Tuesday
5:30 Social Hour Starts
Mike Moyers, CPE
michael.moyers@bestinteriors.net

Rancho Cordova City Hall
2729 Prospect Park Dr.
Rancho Cordova - 95670
2nd Friday
11:30 am Social Hour Starts
Corey Coleman
coleecole70@gmail.com

Varies
Varies
Varies
Baldwin & Shell -Main Office
1000 West Capital Ave.
Little Rock -72201
3rd Friday
12: 00 Noon Social Hour Starts
Mickey Perez
mperez@baldwinshell.com

Varies
Varies
11:30 am Social Hour Starts
Thom Thibodeau
thom.thibodeau@cox.net

The Barkley Restaurant
1400 Huntington Drive
South Pasadena - 91030
4th Wednesday
Varies
Joe Miller, CPE
njoemiller@yahoo.com

Ayres Hotel
325 Bristol Ave.
Costa Mesa - 92626
2nd Wednesday
Vaires
Tom Smithson
tedwardsmithson@gmail.com

Grill 116
612 N. Dale Mabry
Tampa - 33609
3rd Thursday
Varies
Bob Nidzgorski, CPE
bob.nidzgorski@skanska.com

Alan Jacobs, CPE
info@aspe55.org

Information not submitted at this time
SoutheastGovernor
Chuck Hesselbein, CPE chesselbein@baldwinshell.com

Urban Roadhouse
999 18th Street
Denver - 80202
2nd Tuesday
Varies
Matthew Rasmussen
mrasmussen@henselphelps.com

Information not submitted at this time
Northeast Governor
James Hanna, CPE - jgh@dhuy.com

Not Active
AIA Eastbay
1405 Clay Street
Oakland- 94612
3rd Wednesday
6pm Social Hour Starts
Gustav Choto
gchoto@buildingpointpacific.com

Information not submitted at this time
Northeast Governor
James Hanna, CPE - jgh@dhuy.com

Varies
Wilmington, DE
2nd Wednesday
5:30pm Social Hour Stats
Jason Gordon
jgordon@pennlighting.com

TBD
TBD
TBD
Danny Chadwick, CPE
dkchadwick@bellsouth.net

Sage Woodfire Tavern-Perimeter
4505 Ashford Dunwoody Rd
Atlanta - 30346
3rd Monday
11:30am Social Hour Stats
Clinton Aldridge
clinton.aldridge@skanska.com

Barbakoa Tacos & Tequila
1341 Butterfield Rd
Downers Grove - 60515
3rd Thursday
6:00pm Social Hour Stats
Bob Svoboda, CPE
bsvoboda@ccsdifference.com
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Varies
3rd Thursday
Varies
Jeremy Adkins, CPE
jadkins@theadkinsgroup.net

Information not submitted at this time
Central Plains Governor
Dave Westfall, CPE dwestfall@aspengroup.com

Granite City Food & Brewery
5270 Utica Ridge Rd
Davenport - 52807
4th Tuesday
Varies
Ryan Andresen
randresen@russellco.com

Varies
3rd Thursday
Varies
Ryan Haaland
rhaaland@eliteglassandmetal.com

Information not submitted at this time
SoutheastGovernor
Chuck Hesselbein, CPE chesselbein@baldwinshell.com

Woodard & Curran
41 Hutchins Drive
Portland - 04102
1st Wednesday
Varies
Ryan Andresen
randresen@russellco.com

Information not submitted at this time
Northeast Governor
James Hanna, CPE - jgh@dhuy.com

Information not submitted at this time
Northeast Governor
James Hanna, CPE - jgh@dhuy.com

Varies - visit www.aspe17.org
Varies
Varies
Patrick Todd, CPE
patrick.todd@aspe17.org

Varies
1st Thursday
Varies
Brent Balkema, CPE
bbalkema@rockfordconstruction.com

Information not submitted at this time
Central Plains Governor
Dave Westfall, CPE dwestfall@aspengroup.com

Desert Pines Golf Club
3415 E. Bonanza Rd
Las Vegas - 89101
2nd Thursday
5:30pm Social Hour Starts
Charlie Stewart, CPE
charlies@buildwithdcbg.com

The Appian Way
619 Langdon Street
Orange - 07050
4th Tuesday
Varies
Jeffery Senholzi
costnav@ptd.net

Varies
3rd Thursday
Varies
David Rowland
drowland@ctleng.com

Ingrid’s Kitchen
3701 N. Young Blvd
Oklahoma City - 73112
1st Wednesday
11:30 am Social Hour Starts
Ed Harris
ed.harris@dormakaba.com

Spaghetti Western’s
1608 N Shepard
Houston - 77007
2nd Monday
6:00pm Social Hour Starts
Kenneth Barnes
kabarnes@valerus.com

Geogeske Restaurant
2701 North Stanton
El Paso - 79902
1st Tuesday
Varies
Rodolfo Barba, CPE
rodolfobarba1@gmail.com

TBD

Fiestas Restaurant
4400 Carlise NE
Albuquerque - 87107
1st Wednesday
5:30 Social Hour Starts
Joshuah Crooker-Flint, CPE
joshc@auiinc.net

University Place
310 W. Lincoln St.
Portland - 97201
3rd Tuesday
Varies
Curt Kolar, CPE
kolarc@trimet.org

Rick Wyly, CPE
rick.wyly@gmail.com

TBD
John Shampton
president@aspe51.org

Information not submitted at this time
Northeast Governor
James Hanna, CPE - jgh@dhuy.com
Varies
4th Thursday
6:00pm Social Hour Starts
Jerry Dorhauer, Sr.
jerry.dorhauer@bellelectrical.com

Uncle Buck’s Grill or Bass Pro
Shops -See meeting contact
3rd Wednesday
evenings-varies
Kelly Jarman, CPE
Kelly.Jarman@jedunn.com

Information not submitted at this time
Central Plains Governor
Dave Westfall, CPE dwestfall@aspengroup.com

TBD
TBD
TBD

Not Active
Information not submitted at this time
Northeast Governor
James Hanna, CPE - jgh@dhuy.com
Athos Restaurant
1814 Western Ave
Albany - 12203
10/6/16-12/1/16-2/2/17-4/6/17-5/4/17
6:00pm Social Hour Starts
James Madison, CPE
jmadison@arriscontracting.com

Panera Bread
1501 Howard Rd
Rochester - 14626
2nd Thursday
Varies
Ben Nodine, CPE
aspewny@mail.com

Loxley’s Resturant
500 Centerville Road
Lancaster - 17601
2nd Wednesday
6:00pm Social Hour Starts
Dan Dennis, CPE
dd@EGSConstruction.com

Adventure Science Center
800 Fort Negley Blvd.
Nashville - 37203
1st Friday
Varies
Ricky Sanford
rsanford7159@hotmail.com

Information not submitted at this time
Central Plains Governor
Dave Westfall, CPE dwestfall@aspengroup.com

David Evans, CPE
davidaevans@charter.net
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Baskervill
101 South 15th Street Ste. 200
Richmond - 23219
4th Wednesday
Varies
Jacob Dyer
jacob@gulfseaboard.com

Hales Ales
3rd Tuesday
Varies
Michael Booth, CPE
electricbooth@msn.com

Varies
2nd Tuesday
5:30pm Social Hour Starts
Chris Rozof, CPE
crozof@berghammer.com

Please NOTE: meeting information
is subject to change.
If you need to make any changes to
your chapters information please
email jennifer@aspenational.org

Vivamus

Are You in The Swing of the New ASPE Year?
The membership renewal period has ended and the members that have not sent in their 2016-2017 renewal have now been suspended from
the membership list. Unfortunately, this means they will no longer receive correspondence from ASPE and the chapters are losing valuable assets as
well.
ü
ü
ü
Each chapter president has been sent a “link” to be able to print out a current member roster for their chapter at any time they need it.
So many times something as simple as a phone call to that non-renewing member is all they need to make them continue their membership.

I hope you are planning on attending the conferences being held for your regions. Here is the Fall Regional Conference information:
§
§
Courtyard by Marriott -- Des Moines, Illinois

Hampton Inn Bricktown -- Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Hosted by Chicago Chapter #7

Hosted by Landrun/Oklahoma City Chapter #80

§

§

JE Dunn Construction – Atlanta, Georgia

D’Huy Engineering Office – Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Hosted by Atlanta Chapter #7

Hosted by Northeast Region Governor

See the full details and registration information on our website under the “Resources” tab – “Latest News”.

Ø

The

will be meeting at the Society Business Office on October 21 & 22. There are three new governors on the Board

this year that will be bringing new ideas so, “

Until Next Month,
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E NGINEERING F IRM
2525 Perimeter Place Drive,
Suite103,
Nashville, TN 37214,
Address Line 4

www.aspenational.org
(615) 316-9200
(123) 456 7892
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